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Good for the Economy.
Good for the Environment.



Environmental Entrepreneurs

E2 members are business leaders working in a wide range of American industries. 
They come from or do business in all 50 states. They include everyone from 
freshly minted MBAs to military veterans, farmers and CEOs of America’s most 
recognizable brands. They all volunteer their time, and their ranks are growing.

Lawmakers need to hear directly from business leaders that environmental protection is fundamental to economic 

prosperity. That’s why E2 was founded nearly two decades ago.

From our beginnings in California’s state capital — where we helped secure our nation’s first-ever standard for 

reducing carbon emissions from vehicles — to our ongoing federal advocacy for a clean economy in Washington, 

D.C., E2 helps our members bring their own private-sector experiences to bear on the most urgent economic and 

environmental challenges of our time.

E2 members are business leaders working in a wide range of American industries. They come from or do business 

in all 50 states. They include everyone from freshly minted MBAs to military veterans, farmers and CEOs of 

America’s most recognizable brands. They all volunteer their time, and their ranks are growing.

About three years ago, E2 decided to invest further in our operations in the heartland because the Midwest’s 

influence on three of the issues we care most about — energy, climate and water — is so crucial.

Our focus in this region recently paid dividends. In Illinois, the business community ensured passage of a landmark 

clean energy bill that will create tens of thousands of jobs. In Ohio, the governor vetoed legislation that would have 

reined in the growth of industries like wind, solar and energy efficiency. And in Michigan, a groundswell of bipartisan 

support spearheaded by business leaders led to a series of major legislative victories for clean energy.

And this year, in California, where E2’s roots are deepest, the legislature heard our message loud and clear — 

climate action means jobs. Without E2’s advocacy, the state would not have committed to strengthening its policies 

to further reduce the carbon pollution fueling climate change.

Despite the current uncertainty in Washington, E2 remains committed to defending against rollbacks and advancing 

federal policies central to our mission. That means ensuring funding for the critical work at the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy, investing in 21st-century infrastructure and protecting 

the resources on which we all depend for our health and livelihoods. And increasingly, we see opportunities for 

progress emerging at the state level — in the Midwest, West Coast, Rocky Mountains, New England, the Mid-

Atlantic and elsewhere in the country where E2 has a presence.

As a nimble, efficient and strategic organization, E2 has proven we can quickly deploy our business advocacy 

model at the state and federal levels to achieve maximum impact. Your support and participation are essential 

components of our strength. Looking toward the future, we are inspired by our members’ resolve, creativity and 

confidence that by working together we can grow America’s economy and protect our precious environment.

Nicole Lederer 
E2 chair and co-founder

About E2 Environmental Entrepreneurs (E2) is a national, nonpartisan group of business leaders, investors, and professionals from 
every sector of the economy. We advocate for smart policies that are good for the economy and good for the environment.

E2: Making a difference coast to coast — and everywhere in-between

For more information          www.e2.org         info@e2.org         @e2org



Q:  You're E2’s director of advocacy. What 
exactly do you do?

A:  I manage E2’s national policy 

work, coordinating advocacy 

campaigns designed to influence the 

administration, Congress and various 

state governments. I make sure these 

campaigns focus on issues relevant to 

our members and coordinate our work 

across the states.

Q:  Where are you from? How does your 
background influence your work?

A:  I’m from western North Carolina, in the 

Appalachian Mountains. It’s a beautiful 

place I want to help protect. It’s also a 

former manufacturing hub transitioning 
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A few years ago, the fossil fuel industry 

mounted a $14 million campaign in California 

aimed at undermining the state’s carbon 

emissions policies. The industry’s efforts 

appeared to have succeeded in convincing 

state legislators that the climate change 

measures should be abandoned. In California 

— a global leader in clean energy and climate 

policy — this was an alarming development.

It was against this backdrop that E2 went to 

work in Sacramento in summer 2016.

Our long-shot goal was to wrestle back 

momentum for clean energy policies by 

helping pass Senate Bill 32, which would cut 

California’s carbon emissions 40 percent below 

1990 levels by 2030.

“This was California’s biggest climate legislation 

in a decade,” said Mary Solecki, E2’s Western 

states advocate.

E2 engaged everyone from shared mobility 

executives in San Francisco to Central Valley 

Lawmakers understood 
our message: It was 
jobs, jobs, jobs.

Success in California

When it comes to environmental 
advocacy, E2 means business

Staff Q&A        Bringing business to Washington

      Grant Carlisle  
   E2 director of advocacy 
Washington, D.C.

E2 by the numbers

into a new economy. Working with E2 

allows me to be part of a growing industry 

that can help create jobs in places like 

North Carolina.

Q:  What was your most memorable meeting 
with a lawmaker?

A:  I met with Nancy Pelosi along with a former 

colleague. Just the three of us. He was 

a minister and at some point we were in 

a prayer circle and I was holding Rep. 

Pelosi’s hand and praying.

Q:  Presidential administrations, senators  
and representatives come and go. What 
never changes about Washington?

A:  Lawmakers want to know what’s going on 

back home, lest they be caught off-guard 

and look out of touch. This plays to E2’s 

advantage. We can tell lawmakers about  

the strength of the clean energy economy 

back home — and the policies needed to 

keep it growing.

Q:  Why are businesspeople effective 
advocates? 

A:  Businesspeople understand how to get 

from A to B. They see a problem and they 

want to fix it in the most direct, efficient way. 

Lawmakers need to hear that perspective.

ranchers. We sent letters to Sacramento, 

met with legislators and helped our 

members place opinion pieces in the state’s 

most influential newspapers. With only a few 

days left in the session, the bill’s outcome 

remained uncertain.

Throughout the summer, though, Solecki  

and a team hired by E2 had been 

researching the economic impact of 

industries like wind, solar and energy 

efficiency in each of California’s 80 assembly 

districts. The data was now ready.

Working with partners, we identified the  

bill’s swing votes, then enlisted E2 members 

from those crucial districts to tell their  

assembly members exactly how many jobs 

were at stake.

Within days, the legislature passed the bill, 

48–31, and the governor signed it into law.

“Lawmakers understood our message:  

It was jobs, jobs, jobs,” Solecki said.



E2 across the U.S.A.       Chapters are notching big policy victories

NEW ENGLAND 

E2’s advocacy played a big role in 
creating the Atlantic Ocean’s first-
ever marine national monument. 
Meanwhile, Massachusetts’ latest 
energy bill charges ahead with major 
procurements of clean energy from 
offshore wind farms and solar.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

With assists from E2 including a new report 
on the cost of climate change and advocacy 
from a growing membership base, Oregon 
lawmakers passed major legislation cutting 
carbon in the state’s fuel supply and ensuring 
half the state’s electricity will come from 
renewable resources by 2040.

Member benefits

Hands-on advocacy
E2 members participate directly in advocacy on relevant issues at the state and federal levels with  
support of E2’s staff.

Training and education
E2’s unparalleled team of government affairs and communications experts teach E2 members how to  
be effective advocates with the public, lawmakers and media, and keep them informed on the most  
important environmental issues.

Access to  
environmental experts

As an affiliate of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), E2 and our members have access to  
the environmental community’s leading scientists, policy experts and lawyers.

Media coverage
E2 and our members have been featured in outlets such as Fortune, Businessweek and Forbes, as well  
as on dozens of television and radio stations nationwide.

Networking
E2 is a community of business leaders, investors and entrepreneurs from varied industries who are 
committed to advancing a clean economy. Networking with fellow members has provided practical value 
and inspiration to many.

A select group
Our members include CEOs of publicly traded companies and investment managers for major Wall Street 
firms, as well as mom-and-pop solar installers, military leaders and Midwestern farmers. What we have in 
common is this: we all care about what’s good for the economy and what’s good for the environment.

By leveraging our members’ business expertise, E2 gets results. 
We also offer unique benefits. 

NEW YORK

E2’s New York Chapter worked to 
gain passage of the Empire State’s 
landmark policy to get 50 percent 
of its energy from renewables, while 
also helping raise business support 
for new offshore wind off the coast 
of Long Island.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS

Despite split chambers in Colorado’s 
statehouse in recent years, E2’s 
advocacy with both parties has led  
to bipartisan support for bills 
involving energy efficiency and 
electric vehicles.

MID-ATLANTIC

Lawmakers in Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, Virginia and North 
Carolina have heard directly from 
local E2 members that state-level 
renewable energy and energy 
efficiency standards are absolutely 
crucial to job creation.

CALIFORNIA

With chapters in San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and San Diego, E2 
has been at the center of nearly 
every major piece of environmental 
legislation in California since our 
founding in 2000.

CHAPTER SPOTLIGHT: MIDWEST

Major victories for clean energy policies in Illinois, Ohio 
and Michigan simply would not have been achieved 
without the mobilization of business leaders spearheaded 
by E2 and our partners. All three states strengthened 
renewable energy and energy efficiency policies. In each 
case, lawmakers touted the economic benefits of their 
actions, which E2 helped make clear. Other focus areas 
include water, infrastructure and ushering in the next 
generation of business leaders for the environment. 

Add your voice to make a difference for the good of our economy and our environment.
Please go to www.e2.org/join or contact Ying Li at ying@e2.org for membership information.Join E2


